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GALERKIN METHODS IN THE CONSTRUCTIVE SOLVABILITY

OF NONLINEAR HAMMERSTEIN EQUATIONS
WITH APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

P. M. FITZPATRICK1 AND W. V. PETRYSHYN2

Abstract. We consider the solution of abstract Hammerstein equations by

means of a Galerkin approximating scheme. The convergence of the scheme

is proven by first establishing an equivalent scheme in a Hubert space and

then proving a convergence result for firmly monotone operators in a

Hilbert space. The general results are applied to the case when the involved

linear mapping is angle-bounded, and also to the treatment of certain

differential equations.

Introduction. If 2 is a measure space whose measure is denoted by dy, a

nonlinear integral equation of the form

(0.1) u(x) + fk(x,y)f(y, u(y)) dy = 0,      x£Q,

is called a Hammerstein integral equation. Typically, k: Q X R -> R would be

the Green's function of a differential operator 7, and obtaining solutions of

the above equation would be equivalent to solving the differential equation

(0.2) £(")(*) + f(x, u(x)) = 0,

together with boundary conditions, which would be accounted for in the

composition of k.

If X and Y denote classes of integrable functions on Q such that the

operators K: X -» Y and N: Y -» X, defined by

K(u)(x) = fk(x,y)u(y) dy,   for x E ß, u E X,
Ja

and

N (v)(y) = f(y, v(y)),   for y E2,vEY,
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make sense, (0.1) may be rewritten as

(0.3) u + KN(u) = 0,       uE Y.

The latter formulation is preferable in some situations because, first, the

various hypotheses imposed on k and/can be put into a conceptually clearer

framework, and secondly because it allows one to treat problems which are a

good deal more general than (0.1). For instance, it often happens that the

operator L in (0.2) is invertible, when one selects a suitable class of generali-

zed functions, and so letting K = (L)~ ' we see that (0.2) may be reformulated

as (0.3), even though no assertion about the existence of a Green's function

has been made; moreover, the abstract formulation does not restrict one to

nonlinearities of the above type.

In the present paper we are going to seek solutions of (0.3) by means of

Galerkin approximations; i.e. we will associate with (0.3) a sequence of

finite-dimensional equations, each of which is, in a sense, an approximation

of (0.3), and then deduce results about the existence of solutions of (0.3) from

the existence of solutions of these approximating equations. Moreover, our

results will be constructive in the sense that solutions to the general equation

will be obtained as limits to solutions of the finite-dimensional equations. Our

approach is similar to Amann's [2], [3] for the case when X is a reflexive

Banach space, K: X -> X* is angle-bounded, N: X* -> X is monotone and

continuous. As will be seen in §4 our results extend those of [2], [3] and, in

addition, we are able to treat the case when K: X* -» X and N: X -> X*, with

X nonreflexive. We are able to obtain the convergence of the Galerkin

method under conditions that are usually associated with existence results

and proven by some topological argument. Moreover, the generality of our

results is such that, as will be seen in §5, various types of nonlinear

differential equations can be constructively solved by application of our

abstract results.

§1 is devoted to establishing the setting in which the equations will be

considered. X and Y are real Banach spaces with [, ] a continuous bilinear

form on X X Y. The linear operator K: X -> Y is assumed to be such that it

may be factored through a Hilbert space H, and then sequences {Xn} and

{ y„} of finite-dimensional subspaces of X and Y, respectively, are defined,

leading to the Galerkin equation

(0.4) [x,y + KN(y)] = 0,   for all x G X„, where y G Y„.

(0.3) is then transformed into an equation in the Hilbert space, and a classical

Galerkin scheme for this new equation is shown to be equivalent to the

original Galerkin scheme. All of the results are algebraic.

In the second section we prove a general result, Theorem 2.1, concerning

the compactness of bounded sequences of solutions of Galerkin equations for
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the equation

T(w) = 0,       wEW,

where If is a Banach space and 7: W -» W* is a compact perturbation of a

strongly monotone mapping; the Galerkin equations are defined on a

sequence of subspaces [Wn] of W on which we make no assumptions of

denseness in W. In particular, W is not assumed to be separable, and, as is

shown later, this allows one to examine Galerkin schemes for angle-bounded

mappings K from X* into X in the situation that X* need not be separable.

§3 is concerned with combining the results of the previous two sections in

order to obtain general constructive existence results, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2,

for (0.3) with a Galerkin scheme defined by (0.4). We prove the existence of

solutions to (0.4) which remain bounded, then use the results of §1 to

transform these solutions into solutions of a Galerkin scheme in H, apply the

results of §2 to conclude that the transformed solutions form a relatively

compact set, and then again use the results of § 1 to get the relative compact-

ness of the sequence of solutions to (0.4).

The last two sections are devoted to the application of the results of §3 to

more specific situations. In §4 we consider the case, treated in [3] under

stronger conditions on N, when K: X -» X* or K: X* -» X is angle-bounded,

and give conditions under which the Galerkin approximating equations may

be solved and will have subsequences which converge strongly to solutions of

(0.3). A splitting lemma of Browder and Gupta [7] plays an essential part in

this discussion. Angle-bounded mappings include as a special subclass posi-

tive symmetric mappings, and so our results here extend the classical results

for such mappings which have been achieved by the direct methods of the

calculus of variations via Ritz-Galerkin schemes (see [6], [8], [10], [11] and the

references cited therein).

Lastly we apply the results of §3 to two differential equations, the first of

which is

Í u"(t) + f(t, u(t), u'(t), u"(t)) - 0,   on (0, 1),

\ u(0) = u(l) = 0,

and the second of which is a partial differential equation whose linear part is

the biharmonic operator. Our results in §3 are applied to these equations by

means of Proposition 5.1, a result which we feel may be of independent

interest; it shows how to factor certain bijections through bounded mappings

and produces the Hubert space through which these mappings act.

1. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces, with [,]: X X 7->R a continuous

bilinear mapping. Suppose N: Dom(N) C Y -» X and K: Dom(7) Ç X ->Y

are given. Then the equation in which we are interested is
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(1) x + KN(x) = 0,       xED(N)CY.

Our method of attack on the above equation will be by a factorization of K

through an appropriate Hilbert space H, establishing a type of determining

equation for (1) in H, and then relating a Galerkin scheme for (1) to a

Galerkin scheme for the determining equation. To this end we make the

following hypotheses.

Assumptions. There exists a Hilbert space H, and linear mapppings A:

Dom(^i) ç X -> H, C: H -h» Y and D: H -> H such that:

(A.1) D: H -> H is one-to-one and onto.

(A.2) Dom(JV) D Range(C), Dom(v4) D Range(A/) and CDA = K on

Range(N).

(A.3) (A(x), h) = [x, C(h)], for x G Dom(,4), h G H.

Proposition 1.1. Under the above assumptions (A.1) and (A.2) the mapping

D ~ ' + ANC: H -» H is well defined, and, furthermore, if

(2) D -' (v) + ANC(v) = 0,   vEH,

then u = C(v) is a solution of (1). Moreover, if C is one-to-one on Range

(DAN), then whenever u is a solution of (I) there exists v,a solution to (2),with

u = C(v).

Proof. (A.1) and (A.2) clearly imply that D -1 + ANC is well defined. Let

v E H he a solution to (2). Then by the linearity of D we have

v + DANC(v) = 0,

and again by the linearity of C, we get

C(v) + CDANC(v) = 0.

But NC(v) E Ranged) and thus (A.2) yields

C(v) + KN(C(v)) = 0.

Now suppose that

y + KN(y) = 0,   y G Y.

Then

y + CDAN(y) = 0,   or   C(z) + CDANC(z) = 0,

where z = DAN(y), so that

CD[D~xz + ANC(z)] =0,

where D ~x(z) + ANC(z) E Range(AN), and thus we get

D -x (z) + ANC (z) = 0.    Q.E.D.

We now wish to establish a Galerkin scheme for (1), together with a

companion scheme for (2). For this construction, assume that {X„) is a
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sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of Dom(A), and for each positive

integer n, let Yn = CD*A(X„) and H„ = D*A(Xn); so [Y„] is a sequence of

finite-dimensional subspaces of Y and {//„} is a sequence of finite-dimen-

sional subspaces of H. Consider the following Galerkin approximating

equations for (1) and (2), respectively:

(G.l) Find/,, G Y„ such that [x,y„ + KN(y„)] = 0, for all x E X„, and
(G.2) Find h„ E H„ such that <w, D ~x(h„) + ANC(h„)} = 0, for all « G

77,

Proposition 1.2. Under assumptions (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3), yn E Yn is a

solution to (G.l) if and only if there exists hn E Hn such that y„ = C(hn) and h„

is a solution to (G.2).

Proof. Let h„ E Hn be such that (u,D~\hn) + ANC(h„)} = 0, for all

u E H„. Thus,

(D*A (x), D - ' (h„) + ANC(hn)) = 0,   for all x E Xn,

and, consequently,

{A (x), h„ + DANC(h„)) = 0,   for all x E X„,

so that using (A.3) we obtain

[x, C(h„) + CDANC(hn)] = 0,   for all x E Hn,
or

[x,y„ + KN(y„)] = 0,   for all x G Hn,

wherey„ = C(h„) E Yn.

On the other hand, if y„ G Y„ and [x,y„ + KN(yn)] = 0, for all x E Xn,

then yn = CD*A(xn), for some xn G X„, and a computation similar to the

above shows that if hn = D*A(xn), then hn satisfies <«, D~x(h„) + ANC(h„)/

= 0, for all u E 77,   Q.E.D.

2. In this section we wish to establish a general result relating to the

compactness of sequences of solutions of Galerkin equations. In special cases

this will allow one to conclude that the involved mapping is A -proper, but we

emphasize that we are not making in this section any assumptions of

separability on the space, so that one cannot expect to obtain solvability of

the infinite-dimensional equation based upon taking limits of a sequence of

solutions to finite-dimensional equations.

Let W be a Banach space, with W* its dual space, and for w E W,f G W*

let (/, w) denote the evaluation of/at w. Recall that a mapping T.W^W*

is called firmly monotone provided that there exists a function a: [0, oo)-»

[0, oo) such that (a(rn)) -» 0 implies [r„) -» 0 and such that

(T(w) - T(v), w-v)> a(\\w - v\\),   for all w, v E W.

A mapping 7: W -> W* is called monotone if
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(T(w) - T(v), w - v) > 0,   for ail w,v E W.

We will need the following lemma [4], whose proof we include for com-

pleteness.

Lemma 2.1. Let T: W-» W* be monotone. If {wn) Q W is such that {wn)

and {(T(wn), wn)) are bounded, then {T(wn)) is bounded.

Proof. By the Uniform Boundedness Principle it suffices to show that for

each v E W, {|(F(vv„), v)\) is bounded, and clearly to show this it suffices to

show that for each v E W there is a constant Cv such that

( T(wn), v) < Cv,   for all n E N.

Let v G W. Then

(T(wn)-T(v),wn-v)>0,

and also

(T(wn), w„) - (T(wn), v) - (T(v), wn) + (T(v), v) > 0.

Letting

Cv = sup {(T(w„), w„) - (T(v), wn) + (T(v), v)},
n

we see that Cc < oo and (T(wn), v) < Cv for all n£N.      Q.E.D.

Before proceeding to the main result of this section, recall that a mapping

C: W-*W* is called compact if it is continuous and C(D) is relatively

compact whenever D Q W is bounded. Also, if M C W and w G W we let

d(w, M) = inf{||w - z\\ \z G M), and the symbol wn -^ wQ will denote the

weak convergence of {w„} to vv0.

Theorem 2.1. Let W be a reflexive Banach space, with T: W ̂ >W* firmly

monotone and C: W-*W* compact. For each n G N let W„ be a subspace of

W and let P„ be a projection of W onto Wn. Let Z = {w G W\d(w, Wn) -> 0

as n -> oo}. Then whenever {wn) is a bounded sequence such that wn G W„ n

Zfor each n G N and

\\P:T(wn) + P!C(w„) - P;(g)\\ -*0   for some g G X*,

there exists a subsequence of {wn) which converges strongly.

Proof. We will first show that ( T(wn)} is bounded, and to do so it suffices,

using Lemma 2.1, to show that (T(wn), w„) is bounded. Now, for each n,

(T(wn), w„) = (T(wn), Pn(wn)) = (F„*F(w„), wn)

= (R„, wn) + (P*ng - P*nC(wn), wn),

whereRn = P*nT(wn) + P*nC(wn) - P*g.

But {(R„, wn)) -» 0, since ||F„|| -^ 0 and {wn} is bounded, and
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(p:(8) - p:c(w„), wn) = (g- c(wn), wn),

so that since C is compact, (C(wn)) is bounded, and the conclusion follows.

The reflexivity of W implies that we can choose a subsequence of (wn)

which converges weakly to w0, and w0 E Z since Z is a strongly closed

subspace and hence weakly closed. Furthermore, using the compactness of C

we may choose a further subsequence of {wn} whose image under C conver-

ges strongly to /. Simply for convenience of notation we will suppose

K}-*w0and{C(w„)}->/.
Now

(%)" T(w0),w„-w0)

= ((7 + C)K) - (7 + C)K), K - "o)

- (CK) - CK), w„ - w0)

= ((T+C)(wn),w„-w0) + an + bn,

where

an = -((T+C)(wQ),wn-w0)   and

b„ - -(CK) - CK), w„ - w0).

Now WqEZ and so we may choose {vn) with v„ G W„ for each n, and

i/(w0, «„) -» 0 as n -» oo. Consequently,

((T+C)(wn),wn-w0)

= ((7 + C)(w„), w„ - 0|1) + ((7 + OK), v« - "o)

= (7;(7+C)K),wn-ün) + c„,

where cn = ((7 + C)(wn), vn - w0).

We finally have, for each n EN,

(TK) - ^K), w„ - w0) = (7„* (7 + OK). *n - 0.) + an + bn + c„

= (7„*(7+C)K)-7;(g),>vn-ü„)

+ (¿?. w„ - t>„) + a„ + bn + cn.

But {wn - v„) --0 and, since {7*(7+ C)(w„) - PX(g))->0, we see that

the first two terms of the above go to 0 as n -» oo. Also, [a„ + b„)^0 since

(CK)} -»/, and {c„} ->0 since {(7 + C)(wn)) is bounded and {t>„ - wQ)

^0.
The firm monotonicity of 7 now implies that w„ converges to ïv0, which,

keeping in mind our notational convention, means the original sequence has a

strongly convergent subsequence.      Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.1. Let the hypotheses of the previous theorem be satisfied and,
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in addition, assume Wn+X D W„ for each n G N. Then, whenever {wn) is a

bounded sequence such that wn G Wn for each n G N, and

||F* (F + C)(wn) - F* (g)|| -* 0  for some g G X*,

there exists a subsequence of {wn) which converges strongly.

Proof. The fact that W„+x D W„ implies that Z = TJ^Wñ, so that

W„ = Z n W„ for each n.   Q.E.D.

We recall that when the above sequences { W„) and {F„} have the property

that {P„(w)} -» w for each w E W, then the pair <{ Wn), {F„}> is said to be a

projectionally complete scheme for W. In case one has only {d(w, W„)} ->0

for all w E W, the sequence {W„} is said to be complete in W. In this case

Z = W and so W„ = Wn n Z. For later reference we record

Corollary 2.2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold, and, in addition,

assume that {Wn) is complete for W. Then, whenever {wn) is a bounded

sequence with wn G Wnfor each n EN and

||F„* (F + C)(w„) - F„* (g)\\ -+ 0  for some g G W*,

there exists a subsequence of {wn} which converges strongly.

3. In this section we will show that one can obtain solutions of (1) as limits

of subsequences of solutions to (G.l). Our approach will be to use the results

of §1 to formulate (2) and (G.2), and then to use the topological degree of

Brouwer to obtain solutions of (G.2) and the results of §2 to extract strongly

convergent subsequences.

Recall that a mapping F: IF-» W* is called demicontinuous provided that

F is continuous from W, when equipped with the strong topology into W*,

where W* is considered equipped with the weak topology.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (A.1HA.3) of §1 still hold. Furthermore suppose:

(A.4) C and A are bounded.

(A.5) There exists a constant c, > 0 such that

(D~l(h),h) > cx\\h\\2,  for all h G H.

(A.6) N = Nx + N2, where N2: Dom(N2) C Y-+X is compact, Nx is demi-

continuous and satisfies

[Nx (u) - Nx (v), u - v] > -c2\\u - vf,   for u,vE Dom(N2),

and there exists a constant c3 > 0 anda function ç>: [0, oo) -» [0, oo) such that

[N2(u), u] > -c3\\uf- V(||«||),   for u G Dom(AT2),

where y(r) = o(r2) as /•-» oo, (p([0, a]) is bounded for each 0 < a < oo and

cx-(c2 + c3)\\C\\2>0.

(A.7) IfnENandhEHn then lïmm_+xd(h, Hm) = 0.
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Then there exists a bounded sequence {yn} with each y„ E Yn a solution to

(G.l). Moreover, if {y'„} is any bounded sequence such that each y'n E Yn is a

solution to (G.l), then a subsequence of {y'n} converges strongly in Y.

Proof. We will first prove the existence of a bounded sequence {yn), with

eachy„ G Y„ a solution of (G.l). From Proposition 1.2 we see that it suffices

to find a bounded sequence {/z„}, with each h„ E H„ a solution of (G.2), for

then, since C is bounded, we may lety„ = C(hn) to get the desired sequence.

Define Tn: H„-*Hn by T„ = Pn ° (Z>-1 + ANC)\Hm, where F„ is the

orthogonal projection of H onto H„. Then T„ = T'n + F„","where

T„^P„o(D-i + ANlC)\Hn,   and

T: = Pno(D-i+AN2C)\H^.

Now T'n is demicontinuous, and, since H„ is finite-dimensional, it is thus

continuous. Since F„" is continuous, it follows that T„ is continuous. Now we

claim that there exists an R > 0 such that for any n G N,

(T„(h), h)>0   ifhEHn and ||/z|| > R.

Indeed, we have, for u, v E H„,

<T„(u) - T„(v), u - t>> > (c, - c2||C||2)(||M - t>||2)

+ (AN2C(u)-AN2C(v),u-v),   •

so that letting v = 0, we get

<F(zz) - F(0), u) > (c, - c2||C||2)||M||2 + (AN2C(u) - AN2(0), u).

Therefore,

(Tn(u), u) > (cx - c2||C||2)||zz||2-||Fn(0)|| ||u||

-\\AN2(0)\\\\u\\-c3\\C(u)\\2+ <p(\\C(u)\\)

>{cx-(c2 + c3)\\C\\2}\\uf-\\Tn(0)\\\\u\\

+ 11^2(0)1 |H + <p(||C(zz)||).

From this it is clear that (Tn(h), K) > 0 for h sufficiently large and h E Hn

provided we can show that the <p(||C(Ä)||)(||/z||2)-1 -»0 as \\h\\ -» +00. If this

were not the case, then we could choose a sequence {hn} in H and ß > 0

such that (pfllCi/zJHXH/y2)-1 > ß for all n, and {p„||} -► +00. This clearly
implies {||C(/z„)||} -» +00 and since

«pdlc^iDdi/iji2)-^ <p(lic:(/î„)|[)- (|¡c(/z„)||2)_1- ||C||2,

we contradict the assumption that <p(r) = o(r2) as r -» +00.

The above argument allows us to choose R > 0 such that
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< 7„ (h), h)>0   for ||A|| > R, h G H„, n G N.

A familiar homotopy argument now yields the fact that the Brouwer degree

of 7„ on 7(0, 7) n H„ with respect to 0 is nonzero, and hence there exists

hn E 7(0, 7) U H„ with T„(h„) = 0.
It remains to show that if {y'„} is a bounded sequence, with each y'n a

solution of (G.l), then [y'„] has a convergent subsequence; to this end, we

will first show that 7 = 7»_ ' + ANC: H -» H is a compact perturbation of a

firmly monotone mapping. Now 7 = 7, + 72 where 7, = 7»_1 + ANXC and

T2 = AN2C, and so, since A and C are bounded linear mappings and N2 is

compact we see that 72 is compact, and it suffices to show that 7, is firmly

monotone. Well, for u, v G H,

<7,(t/)- T2(v), u- u> = (D'x(u- v),u-v)

+ (ANxC(u) - ANxC(v), u-v)

> cx\\u - vf +[NxC(u) - NxC(v), C(u) - C(v)]

>cx\\u-vf-c2\\C(u)-C(v)f

>(c.-c2||C||2)||«-«||2

= y||M - t>||2,   where y > 0.

Now, letting 7„ be the orthogonal projection of H onto H„, we see that

h E Hn satisfies (G.2) if and only if P*(D~X + ANC)(h) = 0. Hence, if

{h„)n>„0 is such that [h„] is bounded and each h„ is a solution to (G.2), then

{P:(D-x + ANC)(hn)-P:(0)}^0,

and, consequently, we may invoke Theorem 2.1 to conclude that {/»„} has a

strongly convergent subsequence. Now if {y'n) is a bounded sequence of

solutions of (G.l), then Proposition 1.2 guarantees that j/ = C(h„), where hn

is a solution of (G.2), for each n. Thus (T„(h„), /»„> = 0, and from the a priori

estimate of the first part of the proof it follows that \\h„\\ < 7 for each n.

Thus [h„) has a strongly convergent subsequence, and so, since C is boun-

ded, (y'„) has a strongly convergent subsequence.      Q.E.D.

The following simple result gives useful conditions under which hypothesis

(A.7) may be verified.

Proposition 3.1. Using the notation o/§l, assume that either

(AJ)'X„CX„+xforeachn,or

(A.7)" d(x, Xn) -> Ofor all x E X (i.e. {X„) is complete for X).

Then hypothesis (A.7) holds.
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Proof. If (A.7)' holds then H„ ç H„+x for each n so that d(h, Hm) = 0 for

m > n and h G Hm.

In case (A.7)" holds, then the fact that limm_00d(x, Xm) — 0 for each

x E Xn, together with D* and A being bounded, implies

hmad(D*A(x), D*A(Xm)) = 0,

so that hmm^œd(h, Hm) = 0, for h E Hn.   Q.E.D.

So far, of course, we have not imposed any denseness conditions with

respect to [X„) and X X Y, and so we cannot expect to be able to conclude

very much about the limit of the subsequence whose existence is guaranteed

by Theorem 3.1. The next proposition deals with this point.

Proposition 3.2. In addition to (A.1)-(A.3) o/§l, suppose the following:

(A.8)//> E Yand[x,y] = 0 for all x E \J?.xXn, then y = 0.

Moreover, suppose that N is demicontinuous and K is bounded. Let [y„k) be a

bounded sequence with y. G YKk for each k and [x,y„k + KN(y„ )] — 0,for all

x E X„ , and suppose {y„k) converges toy0 E Dom(N). Then, if either (A.7)' or

(A.7)" holds, y0 + KN(y0) = 0.

Proof. First suppose (A.7)' holds. Fix/ G N and let x E X,. Then [x, yn +

KN(ynJ] = 0, if nk >/, and thus letting k->oo and using the demicon-

tinuity of N and the boundedness of K, we get [x,y0 + KN(y0)] = 0.

By our arbitrary choice of / G N and hypothesis (A.8) we conclude that

y0 + KN(y0) = 0.

Now suppose (A.7)" holds. Let x E X. Then we may choose [x^] such

that {x„J -> x and x„k E Xnt for each k. The boundedness of K and the

demicontinuity of N imply that^ + KN(y„ )^y0+ KN(y^), and since

[ xnk,ynk + Ä7Y (y„k)] - 0,   for each k,

the continuity of the bilinear form [, ], guarantees that

[x,yo + KN(yo)]=0.

Again, (A.8) implies that.y0 + 7AT(.y0) = 0.   Q.E.D.

Our final assumption will be

(A.9) UnM_,yn2Dom(/V).

We may now state our general constructive existence result for the abstract

Hammerstein equation.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (A.1)-(A.9) hold, together with (A.7)' or (A.7)".

Then there exists a bounded sequence [y„], such that each y„ G Y„ is a solution

to (G.l). Moreover, if {y'n} is any bounded sequence, with each y'„ E Y„ a

solution of (G.l), then (y'n) has a subsequence which converges strongly to a

solution of (I); if the solution to (I) is unique, the whole sequence {y'„) converges

to this solution.
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4. Angle bounded mappings. Let Y C X*, and let [, ] be the bilinear form

induced on A" X y by evaluation, i.e. [x,y] = y(x), for x G X,y G7Ç X*.

Following Amann [2], [3] we call a bounded linear mapping K: X -» Y

angle-bounded provided that it is monotone (i.e. (x, K(x)) > 0 for each

x E X) and there exists a constant a > 0 such that

|(x, K(y)) - (y, K(x))\ < 2a(x, K(x)f2(y, K(y)f\

for all x,y EX. Clearly, when a = 0 we are in the case of a positive

symmetric mapping, and then there exists a square-root for K and,

consequently, a suitable splitting for K. The following result of Browder and

Gupta [7] (see also Amman [2], [3]) produces a similar splitting in the

angle-bounded case.

Proposition 4.1. Let X be a banach space with Y a closed subspace of X*.

Let K: X-*Y be angle-bounded. Then there exists a Hilbert space H, a

bounded linear mapping A: X-* H, and a skew-symmetric bounded linear map

B: H -> H such that

(i)K = A*(I + B)A,
and, furthermore, \\A\\2 < \\K\\ and \\B\\ < a, where a is the constant of

angle-boundedness. Finally, the following inequality is satisfied.

(ñ)((I+B)-Xh),K)>(l + a2T\\hf.

Remark. The assumption of the boundedness of K is redundant, but it

seems worthwhile to note explicitly this property.

The above proposition allows us to put the Hammerstein equations whose

linear part is angle-bounded into our general framework. In the terminology

of §1, A* plays the role of C, I + B plays the role of D, and the fact that

C = A * guarantees the compatibility of the inner product on H and the

bilinear form on X X Y. Furthermore, when K maps X into X*, then one lets

X* = Y, and when K: X* -+ X, then one lets X* play the role of X and lets X

play the role of Y, viewing X as being embedded in the usual manner as a

closed subspace of (X*)*. Of course, when X is reflexive there is no

distinction between these two cases; however, in the nonreflexive case,

although the general reformulation results of §1 carry over, there has to be a

distinction made in view of the fact that the separability of X does not imply

the separability of X*, and this situation, in its turn, focuses rather precisely

upon the distinction between (A.7)' and (A.7)" of §3.

Remark 4.1. The idea of the proof of Proposition 4.1 is as follows:

(K + K*)/2 is a nonnegative symmetric mapping of X into X* and (K —

K*)/2 is an antisymmetric mapping of X into X*, and, of course, K = (K +

K*)/2 + (K- K*)/2.
Now, by factoring out the space N = {x\(x, K(x)) = 0), introducing the
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inner-product (x,y) = (x, K(y)) for x = x + N, y = y + N in the factor

space, completing the factor space to a Hubert space H, and letting S denote

the embedding of X into H, one gets (K + K*)/2 = S*S and (K - K*)/2 =

S*BS, where 7 is a bounded antisymmetric mapping. We recall this

construction to point out that the mapping S*(I — B)S = K*, so that the

finite-dimensional space Y„ = K*(Xn), and, consequently, in the notation we

have been using,

[ x, yn + KN (y„) ] = 0,      y„ E Y„,   for all x in Xn,

is equivalent to

(x, K*(zn) + KNK*(z„)) =0,      znE Xn,       for all x G Xn.

Thus we see that in this case our Galerkin scheme is simply the natural

Galerkin scheme one would consider on transforming (1) into

(3) (K* + KNK*)(z) = 0,   zEX.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a separable Banach space with (X„) a sequence of

finite-dimensional subspaces of X such that lim„^,00d(x, Xn) = 0 for each

x E X. Suppose K: X->YEX* is angle-bounded with constant of angle-

boundedness a, where Y is a closed subspace of X*. Let N: Y^*X be such that

N = Nx + N2, where N2 is compact, Nx is demicontinuous and there exist

constants c, > 0 and c2 > 0 and a function <p: [0, oo) -» [0, oo) such that:

(i)cx + c2<\\K\\/(l + a2).

(ii) (Nx(u) - Nx(v), u-v)> - cx\\u - v\\2,for u,vE Y*.

(iii) (N2(u), u)> - c2\\u\\2 - <p(\\u\\), for u E Y* where <p(r) = o^2) as

r -» + oo, and <p([0, a]) is bounded for each 0 < a < oo.

Then there exists a bounded sequence (y„) such that for each n,y„ E K*(Xn)

and

(x,yn + KN(y„)) = 0,   for all x E Xn.

Furthermore, if (y'n) is any bounded sequence having the above property then

[y'„) has a subsequence which converges to a solution of (I).

Proof. Proposition 4.1 guarantees that the algebraic results of §1 hold, and

Remark 4.1 identifies Yn as .£*(.¥,,). Again the estimates from Proposition 4.1

together with the estimates imposed on N allows us to invoke Theorem 3.2 in

the case that (A.7)" holds.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Theorem 4.1 includes Theorems 1 and 2 of Amann [2], who

proved the convergence of the Galerkin method for the case when Nx is

continuous, N2 = 0, X„ C Xn+X for each n, and X has a certain embedding

property: the continuity of N is essential for the type of proof used in [2].

In case the Hammerstein equation is formulated so that K: X* -» X and N:

X -» X*, the following result holds.
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Theorem 4.2. Let X be a Banach space which has a Schauder basis {z„},

with corresponding evaluation functionals {fn). For each n G N let F„ =

span{/|l < i < zz}. Suppose K: X* -» X is angle-bounded with constant of

angle-boundedness a, and N: X -» X* is such that N = Nx + N2 where Nx and

N2 satisfy the hypotheses outlined in Theorem 4.1. Then there exists a bounded

sequence {x„} with x„ E K*(Fn)for each n and

(g,xn + KN(xn)) = 0,   for all g G F„.

Furthermore, if {x'n} is any bounded sequence having the above property then

{x'n} has a subsequence which converges strongly to a solution of x + KN(x) =

0.

Proof. This proof follows in the same manner as that of Theorem 4.1

except that now we use the fact that Fn+, D Fn for each « and the weak*

denseness of {f„\n G N} to verify (A.7)' and (A.8).   Q.E.D.

5. Applications to ordinary and partial differential equations.

Proposition 5.1. Let X be a Hilbert space and Y a Banach space, and let K^_

Y -» X be bounded linear, one-to-one and onto. Suppose K = A ° C, where A

and C are linear. Define H = C(Y) and on H define an inner-product < , > by

(u,v) = {Ä(u),Ä(v))x.

Then, if on X X Y we define a bilinearjorm [x,y] = <x, K(y))x, and we

define K = (K)~l, A = (J)-1 and C = (C)*1, then H is a Hilbert space and

A: X -+ H and C: H -» Y are bounded mappings such that K = C ° A and

(A(x),h)=[x, C(h)],   forxEX,hEH.

Furthermore, \\C\\ = \\K\\.

Proof. It is clear that < , > is a bilinear form on H, so to show that it is an

inner-product we need only show that if h G H and (h, h) = 0, then h_== 0.

But </z, h) = 0 means <Ä(h), Â(h)}x = 0, so that A(h) = 0; also h = C(y),

so that K(y) = 0. Thus y = 0, and, consequently, h = 0. Now to prove

completeness:_let {h„) C H he Cauchy; then {A(h„)} is Cauchy in X and,

letting hn = C(yn) for each «, we have {K(y„)) Cauchy. Since (K)~x is

continuous we have {y^} Cauchy, and so {y„} converges to y0 in Y, with

{K(y„)) converging to K(y0). This means {hn} converges to C(y0) in H.

Now K = C ° A and noting that

(A(x),h) = ((A)~\x),h) = (xMW)^

[x,C(h)] =[x,(C)~\h)] = (x,Ko (C)~\h))x= {x,A(h))^
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we get (A(x), h) = [x, C(h)], for x G X, h G H. Finally, since A is an

isometry, ||C|| = ||7||.   Q.E.D.
We will apply the results of the previous sections to differential equations

by means of Proposition 5.1; but first, we recall some notation.

If k E N and ñ C R* is a bounded domain, then for m E N we define

Hm(Ü) to be {» G L2(Û)\Dau G L2(Ü) for \a\ < m), where « = («,... am)

E Nm, \a\ = "2.7-i\et¡\, and Dau denotes the weak derivative of u. Then Hm(Ú)

is a Banach space under the norm

( ï1/2

IMU-=     2   [H^MIk'O»]2      ■   for « G 77» (ß).
l|a|<ro J

By Hq(ü) we shall denote the closure, in Hm(ti), of the infinitely

differentiable functions which are compactly supported in fi. It is known that

if am > m/2, and fl satisfies the cone condition, then Hj+m(ti) is compactly

embedded in HJ(Q) for each/ G N (Adams [1, Theorem 6.2]).

Now let us consider the ordinary differential equation

(u"(t)+f(t,u(t),u'(t),u"(t)) = 0,

^ ) \ «(0) = »(1) = 0.

The mapping d2/dt2: 7/2([0, 1]) n H¿Q0, 1]) -> 72 is a continuous

bijection, and so we may apply Proposition 5.1: let X = 72([0, 1]), Y =

H2([0, 1]) n H¿([0, 1]), and H = {u'\u E Y); then H becomes a Hubert
space under the inner product

<«, v) = f u'(t)v'(t) dt,   for u,vE H,
Jo

and on X X y we define a bilinear form by [u, v] — fou(t)v"(t) dt.

Then letting A : X -* H, C: H -> Y and 7: Z -> y be defined by
-i4 («) = ü, where v E H and u' = w,

C(u) = u, where t; G Y and t/ = u, and

7(«) = ü, where v E Y and v" = «,

we see that K = C ° A, C and A are bounded and </4 (x), h) = [x, C(A)] for

x EX, h EH.

Then, letting A/: H2 n TfJ -» 72 be the Nemytsky operator generated by/,
we consider (5.1) in the form

(5.2) u + KN(u) = 0,       uEH2C\ 7/J.

Now that the form of the linear part of the equation has been specified we

can proceed to form hypotheses on N. First we suppose that

f(t,x,y,z) = g(t,x,y) + h(t,z),   for (t, x,y,z) G[0, 1] X R3.

Now suppose that g and h satisfy the Carathéodory conditions: i.e., for
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each (x, y, z) E R3 the mappings

t»g(t,x,y)   for/e[0,1],

th+h(t, z)   fort G[0,1]

are measurable, while for almost all t G [0, 1] the mappings

(x, y) ►-» g(t, x, y),   for (x, y) G R2,

zh*h(t, z),   forz GR

are continuous.

The above assumptions guarantee that N maps H2 into measurable

functions: the following Nemytsky growth conditions guarantee that N maps

H2 into L2 continuously:

There exist <p, $ G L2([0, 1]) and a constant p such that

(N)       |git, x,y)\ < p[cp(t) + y¡xT+y2 ] for (/, x,y) E [0, 1] X R2,

and \h(t, z)\ < p[^(t) + \z\] for (t, z) E [0, 1] X R.

If we now let Nx and N2 denote the Nemytsky operators defined by

N2 (u)(t) = g(t, u(t), u'(t)),   for / E [0,1], u € Y,

Nx (u)(t) = h(t, u"(t)),   for tE[0,l],uEY,

then the fact that H2 n H¿ is compactly embedded in HxQ0, 1]) and iV2:

H \[0, 1]) -» F2([0, 1]) is continuous yield the compactness of N2: Y^>X.

In order to apply Theorem 3.2 we finally need to impose some coercivity-

type assumption on N and a monotonicity-type condition on Nx:

(5.3) There exists a positive constant M such that

(h(t, z,) - h(t, z2)) X (z, - z2) > -M2\zx - z2f,

for all (t, zv zj E [0, 1] X R2, with (p(ß2 - l)1/2 + M)a2 < (l/ß)2, where

a denotes the norm of the mapping in d2/dt2: H2 n H¿ -» L2 and ß denotes

the norm of the inverse mapping.

Theorem 5.1. Assume the functions h and g satisfy the Carathéodory

condition (C), the Nemytsky condition (N) and hypothesis (5.3). Let { Y„] be any

sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of H2 n H¿([0, 1]) which have the

property that if we let Xn = d2(Yn)/dx2,for each n, then {X„} is complete in

L2([0, 1]). Then there exists a bounded sequence {«„} such that for each n,

un E Y„ and

(5.4)     f\ ■ [ < + /(/, un(t), u'n(t), u'' (i)) ]dt = 0, for all u E X„.

Furthermore, if {«„} is any bounded sequence with u„ G Yn and Un satisfying

the system (5.4) for each n, then {«„} has a subsequence which converges in H2
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to a solution of

iu"+f(t,u(t),u'(t),u"(t)) = 0,

{5-5) 1 «(0) = zz(l) = 0.

Finally, if the solution to this equation is unique, which it is when Mx = M2

= 0, then every bounded sequence of solutions of (5.4) converges strongly to a

solution of (5.5).

Proof. We know that a > 0 satisfies

\\u"fLl < «2||«||^2   for all u G H2 n Hx.

Then (5.3) guarantees that

(\h(t, u"(t)) - h(t, v"(t)))(u"(t) - v"(t)) dt
•Tj

> -MJl\u"(t)-v"(t)\2dt

> -Ma2\\u - v\\2H»   for each u,vEH2n H¿:

i.e. [Nx(u) - Nx(v), u - v] > - Ma2\\u - «||2, for u, v E Y. On the other

hand,

Cg(t, u(t),u\t))u"(t)dt < p||<p|WK||l2+ P(ß2 - i),/2K||2L2
•'O

so that

Çg(t, u(t), u'(t))u"(t) dt =[N2(u), u]

> -P(ß2 - l)172«2!!«!!2,^ y\\u"\\H2.

Now Proposition 5.1 shows that ||C|| = ß, and, consequently, the conditions

imposed on the constants in (A.6) reduce to the prescribed inequality in (5.3)

(M,/V2 +M2)-a2>l./ß2.

Most of the proof has already been completed. One observes that, in our

previous terminology, Y„ = ^(A^) = CD*A(Zn), since D = I, and

[zz, tz„ + KN(u„)] = 0,   for all z< G X„,

where un E Yn, if and only if zz„ satisfies (5.4).

The last assertion of the theorem, namely the uniqueness when M, = M3

= 0, follows from the firm monotonicity of / + ANC in this situation.

Q.E.D.
Remark. The constants a and ß can be given explicitly.

The biharmonic operator. Let ñ be a domain in R\ 1 < k < 7, which
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satisfies the cone property, and let Y be a complete subspace of //4(ß) such

that A2: Y C H4 -> L2 is a bijection. Then the equation we shall consider is

(5.6) A2(h) + N(u) = 0,       7(«)|an= 0,

where N(u)(x) = )p(x, A2u(x)) + <p(x, u(x)), and where 7 is a boundary

operator whose natural completion in the generalized functions corresponds

to Y. We give two examples. If 5(h) = (u, 3w/3tj), then (5.6) is simply

A2(u) + N(u) = 0onti,       h=3h/3t) = 0on3fi,

and Y = H4 n H$, while if 7(h) = (h, Ah), then (5.6) corresponds to the

so-called Riquier Problem

A\u) + N(u) = 0onß,      M = AH = 0on3ß,

and Y = {u E H4 n H¿\Au G 7/0'} (see Browder [5]).

According to our abstract Proposition 5.1 the inverse of the biharmonic

operator acting from 72 to Y factors as follows: let X = L2, and H = A(Y),

consider H as being a Hubert space when equipped with the inner product

(m, ü) = I AhAü dx,
•'n

and let the operators K, A and C be defined as follows:

K: X -» Y is defined by 7(h) = v, where v E Y, A2(t>) = u,

A : X -» H is defined by A (u) = v, where v E H, A(v) = u,

C: 7/-> y is defined by C(h) = v, where v G Y, A(v) = u.

Then A, C and K are bounded linear mappings such that K = C ° A.

We may now reformulate (5.6) as

(5.7) m + KN(u) = 0,       h G y,

and impose the following hypothesis:

(5.8) \p: B X R -» R and <p: ñ x R -> R satisfy the Nemytsky condition (N)

and the Carathéodory condition (C), and there exist nonnegative constants

M, and M2 such that

M*, z) - $(x, w)) X(z - w)> -Mx\z - w\2   for all x E fi, z, w E R,

|<p(;c, z)| < M2   for all x E fi, z E R,

and

(M,)«2 <l//32,

where a denotes the norm of A2: Y -» 72 and ß denotes the norm of the

inverse mapping.

Theorem 5.2. Assume the functions \p and q> satisfy (5.8). Let [Yn) be a

sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of Y E W4 such that if A2( Yn) = X„,

for each « G N, then (X„) is complete in 72(ß). Then there exists a bounded
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sequence {u„) such that for each n E N, zz„ G Yn, and

fQ"(x) ■ [A2K)(x) + *(x, A2(iz„)(*)) + <p(x, u„(x))] dx - 0,

for each u E X„.

Furthermore, if {u~„} is any bounded sequence with Un G Yn and Un satisfying

system (5.9) for each n, then {«„} has a subsequence which converges strongly in

W4 to a solution of

(5.10) ( A2(")W + Hx> A2(")W) + <P(X> u(x)) = °>

\uEY.

Finally, when the solution of the above equation is unique, which it is when

Mx = 0, every bounded sequence of solutions to (5.9) converges to this unique

solution.

Remark. The proof of the above theorem follows in the same manner as

that of Theorem 5.1. In case fiçR' and 1 < k < 7, then the nonlinearity

induced by cp can be generalized to allow dependence on higher order

derivatives; specifically, <p may depend upon derivatives, whose orders are

less than or equal to a, of the involved function « G W4 n Wq, provided that

a < 4 — k/2 (see Adams [1]).

Remark. The existence part of the above theorem includes as a special case

the results of [9], where the nonlinearity is of a less general nature; the

method of proof in [9] precludes a nonlinear function of the higher order

terms entering into the equation.
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